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DESCRIPTION: The papers of Georgii V. Dmitrenko ( -196*0, former advocate
of the Moscow judicial okrug and political activist in the emigration,
consisting entirely of manuscripts and notes in Russian. There is an
untitled manuscript, a 712 page political tract, which deals with world events
since 19lU in a strongly anti-Communist spirit, as well as several drafts of
a second treatise on a similar subject, which might have been intended
by the author as a continuation of the first. This has been labelled
"The Contemporary World Crisis", after the title of its first chapter in all but
one version. Also included are: multiple drafts of several shorter pieces
on political-historical subjects; a few such pieces included in a single version
only; a number of reports written to be delivered at emigre political
congresses, chiefly those of the Ail-Russian National Union (Rossiiskoe
Natsionalfnoe Ob"edinenie); and some notes and jottings.

For a list of the contents of each of the numbered stenographer's
notebooks in which most of the manuscripts are written, see the list
compiled by Dmitrenkofs literary executor, P. Sokolov, in Box Z ,

For Box List see verso. PS 8/81



G.V. Dmitrenko: Box List

(Note: the numbers listed in parentheses to the right of each entry-
are those of the stenographer's notebooks included in that folder.
P. Sokolov's list of the contents of the collection is ordered in
a sequence "based on these numbers.)

pp. 1-109 (20-22)
pp. 1-6U, 1-U5 (23-25, 62)
pp. 1-1U5 (26-28)
pp. I-5U (31-32)
pp. 1-37, 1-U8 (33-3*0

Box 1: Manuscripts
CThe Contemporary World CrisisD - Version 1,

- Version 2,
- Version 3,
- Version U,
- Version 5,

"Lozh1 ideologii, prestupnost1 praktiki", 3 versions (U5, 56)
"Mirovoi khaos...", 9 versions (35, 36, U3-U3a, 58, 59)
CPolitical tract:, pp. 1-300 (1-6)

, pp. 301-600 (7-12)

Box 2: Manuscripts
CPolitical tract:, pp. 601-712 (13-15)

- Alternate version, pp. 1-50, 1-25 (29-30)
- Alternate version, pp. 551-665 (12a, 13a, lUa)

Reflections on V.A. Maklakov's "Ereticheskie mysli" (1+0, 1+1, 63)
Reports concerning Hague "Congress for Rights and Liberty in Russia", 1957 (50,55
Reports delivered to various congresses, 1956-1961 (hk9 k69 1+8, 1*9, 51, 52, 57, 6.
"Tekhnicheskii progress - Prichina krusheniia...", 3 versions (Vf, 53, 55)
Various writings (1+2, 5^, 6k)
Miscellaneous notes and observations (60, 65-69 & lettered)
List of notebooks


